Abstract
Brucher the body functioned as a focal point for class, gender, and race anxieties in the cultural politics of leisure reform in early twentieth-century Detroit. Henry Ford's influence as a public figure should not be underestimated when considering his advocacy of social dancing. Ford was a hero to many Americans; he embodied the myth of the self-made man-rising from Michigan farm boy to founder of one the world's largest companies. By the mid 1920s, Ford routinely received public approval ratings higher than the president of the United States, and his widespread public appeal guaranteed that the national press recorded even his most mundane comments. 7 His opinions on issues as diverse as farming practices, public health, and United States history regularly attracted the attention of the media. Ford's interest in social dancing received extensive press coverage, and he used print media and radio to reach a national audience. 8 Scholars who have documented Ford's music and dance program have reached dramatically different conclusions regarding his motivations. Faye Witt Moreland and Eva Twork both provide useful book-length overviews of the automaker's music and dance activities. These authors attribute Ford's sponsorship of music and dance to his industrial and social beneficence. 9 In contrast, Emery C. Warnock views the music and dance campaign as an outgrowth of Ford's earlier anti-Semitic campaigns, and Peter La Chapelle argues that Ford's efforts to promote Anglo-American music and dance reflects the influence of Nordicist theories that the decline of a northern European master race would lead to the downfall of civilization.
10 I draw on Paul Gifford's essay, "Henry Ford's Dance Revival and Fiddle Contests: Myth and Reality," published in this journal, for its extensive documentation of the founding of the Ford Music Department. Gifford attributes the revival to Ford's nostalgia.
11
He traces a craze for fiddling contests to the music and dance campaign, but he also shows that although Ford hired many local fiddlers to perform for him, the fiddling contests were mainly promotional events hosted by Ford dealerships. 12 The question of how Ford's old-fashioned dance and early American music campaign parallels his broader interests in leisure and social reform has remained relatively unexplored. My essay continues Gifford's work on Ford's revival but with a renewed focus on how leisure reform, with its attendant politics of race and class, shaped the Ford Music Department. The campaign, in turn, influenced subsequent efforts by Ford and others to use nineteenth-century social dances as a twentieth-century pedagogical tool. Moreover, Henry Ford's activities draw attention to the musical history of southeast Michigan. Most accounts of music, dance, Americanization, and leisure reform have focused on Chicago and New York as urban centers with heavy industry and large immigrant populations, but Michigan's auto industry, too, attracted thousands of workers and their families from overseas and throughout the country. 13 Ford's music and dance revival offers an opportunity to explore how Americanization efforts developed as Detroit rapidly urbanized in the early twentieth century.
My research on Henry Ford's music and dance campaign draws on materials from the Ford Music Department archived at the Benson Ford Research Center and the Oral History Program at the Dearborn Historical Museum, both in Dearborn, Michigan. I piece together the daily activities of the dance education program from company memos, letters, newsletters, notes, and oral history interview transcripts. Materials relating to music and dance appear in both the Fairlane Papers, a collection of material from Henry and Clara Ford's Fair Lane estate, and the Ford Motor Company Archives. This overlap in the collections shows how Henry Ford's business and personal interests were often closely intertwined. Detailed newspaper articles during the period 1924-28 as well as letters to Ford provide a sense of public interest in his dance-related activities. The different editions of Ford's dance manual, "Good Morning," and the serialized version of the manual published as "A Dance a Week" column in the Dearborn Independent show what dances and music fit Ford's concept of old-fashioned dancing. These materials were produced at a moment when industrialization and innovation and tradition and rural living seemed to be diametrically opposed in American culture, and Ford positioned himself at the intersection of these forces.
Old-Fashioned Dancing in a Modern Metropolis
The Ford Motor Company Music Department took shape following a period of rapid industrialization and urbanization in southeast Michigan. Ford grew up near Detroit and left his family farm for the city as at age eighteen in 1879.
14 However, the city of his youth bore little resemblance to the urban center it became. Around the time of Henry Ford's birth in 1863, Detroit was a relatively small city whose citizens were primarily of British, Scottish-Irish, or German descent. During the Brucher nineteenth century, the city became an important Midwest manufacturing center and transportation hub because of its geographical proximity to Great Lakes shipping and the railways. The explosive growth of the auto industry created an unprecedented demand for labor. Factories relied on new immigrants and rural migrants to fill newly created positions. Between 1900 and 1920, the city's population more than tripled from 285,704 to 993,678 inhabitants. 15 By 1920, first and second generation Americans ("of foreign stock") made up 85 percent of the population, and approximately 29 percent of the population had been born overseas. 16 Thus, in a single generation, the ethnicity of Detroit shifted, making the white, native-born population, to which Ford belonged, a minority.
This rapid population growth reshaped the cityscape of Detroit into a patchwork of neighborhoods divided by class status, ethnicity, language, nationality, and religion. Workers and their families adapted to life in a new environment and pursued their own traditions as best they could. Women and men socialized in dance halls, social clubs, taverns, theaters, and other venues outside the confines of the factory or the close quarters of the boarding houses and tenement houses where they lived. 17 After finishing shifts, factory workers sought a place to relax and socialize with their peers, and their entertainment often included music and dancing. Venues sprang up to cater to different ethnic groups, languages, and musical tastes. 18 Just as workers learned the ropes of the industrial culture of the factory from their coworkers, they learned a broader set of social behaviors and tastes from their peers in these shared urban spaces. 19 Detroit's entertainment scene expanded later than that of New York or Chicago, corresponding to the city's comparatively late urbanization, but when it did, jazz music and dance generated much of the excitement. 20 Several ballrooms and dance halls featured the popular music of the day-first ragtime dances, and then syncopated jazz and early swing. The first of these venues opened in the 1910s. 21 In response to Prohibition, smugglers fueled Detroit's nightlife with contraband liquor ferried across the river from Windsor, Ontario, and speakeasies appeared in neighborhoods throughout the city, among them serving everyone from factory laborers to the wealthiest citizens in exclusive clubs. 22 Likewise, venues featuring live music ranged from neighborhood taverns to luxurious ballrooms in downtown hotels. Although Detroit was largely segregated at this time, radio, recordings, and some clubs gave many new immigrants access to American culture via African American popular music. For example, Polish American boys heard African American jazz bands play at local venues and on commercial recordings and radio.
23 Black-andtan nightclubs offered entertainment by African American dancers and musicians for mixed race audiences. 24 A reviewer writing in 1925 for the primarily white readership of Detroit Saturday Night described the Palms, Detroit's first black-andtan nightclub, as a place where "the girls dance, the boys dance, whites and blacks and all shades between, mingle in a welter of syncopation." 25 Anglo-American music and dances of earlier generations were among the many traditions considered threatened by the social changes sweeping through Detroit. The influx of unskilled European and African American workers posed a problem for middle-class and elite Anglo Americans who believed that the United States' cultural and political institutions would be overwhelmed by immigrants and other newcomers. 26 The Dearborn Independent took up this cause a few years before the Fords' old-fashioned dance campaign began. In an article, "Perpetuating Ideals of Idiocy and Depravity: Newspaper 'Comics' and 'Jazz' in 'Popular' Songs and Dances Assault Mental, Moral and Physical Vigor of Anglo-Saxon Race," Harvey Rexford claimed that widespread popular music "degraded Anglo-Saxon youth." He complained, "We can hardly overestimate the power of music to influence action, destructive or constructive."
27 Rexford was specifically concerned with the blues and Tin Pan Alley songs (in particular "They Call It Dancing" by Irving Berlin).
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He concluded, "Music is the soul of the dance and the jazz music with its chaotic, jerky, distorted, discordant, jarring combination of inexplicable, spasmodic sounds, reveals to the spectators, without the participants being aware of their intoxication, the primitive emotion of the jungle." 29 For Rexford, jazz music was comparable to alcohol-another "vice" that Ford opposed-an intoxicating substance that potentially caused bodily and moral harm to those who consumed it. Rexford's insistence that music and dance have great power over the individual foreshadows the dance education campaign's central message that appropriate forms of music and dance have equally uplifting potential for body and soul. Additional articles, published first in the Dearborn Independent and then republished in the pamphlet The International Jew, accused Jews of supporting African American music 22 Ibid., 73. 23 Palazzolo, Horn Man, Bjorn, Before Motown, 20. 25 
Leisure Reform
Leisure reform programs took hold in the late nineteenth century with an aim to alleviate the effects of modernization and enact social reforms that would "better" workers and promote a docile and productive workforce. The goal of uplifting workers extended to their private lives in a variety of forms. Many of the programs focused on popular working class leisure activities, particularly saloons and dance halls. In the introduction to the second edition of Substitutes for the Saloon by Raymond Calkins, Francis G. Peabody wrote that those who wish to address the problem of liquor abuse must remember, "the saloon is to millions of hard-working and tired men the chief center of refreshment and relaxation." 32 Calkins connected saloon culture to alcoholism, crime, violence, poverty, prostitution, and domestic disorder, but he proposed that for reformers to truly be successful, they must create other outlets for fellowship and relaxation for working men and women, such as social clubs, coffee houses, entertainment, and education programs designed especially for them. One such example is the complex of cultural institutions constructed by Andrew Carnegie in Pittsburgh. The concert hall, library, museum, and art institute had "an explicit social agenda: to define, create, and disseminate 'the highest culture' and thereby civilize the inhabitants of the industrial city."
33
Progressive Era industrialists believed that education would help uplift workers and also militate against factors that threatened productivity in the workplace.
Dance hall reform emerged from this broader movement to reform workers' leisure time. While saloons were primarily a social outlet for working-class males, dancing was one of the most popular leisure activities among unmarried workingclass women at the turn of the century. 34 Reformers targeted dance halls as a cause of immoral behavior because these venues provided a place for men and women to be together physically in unsupervised circumstances.
35 Settlement houses and organizations like the Young Women's Christian Association included music and 30 Warnock, "The Anti-Semitic Origins of Henry Ford's Arts Education Patronage," 82-83. 31 dance in recreation initiatives for both children and workers. 36 Settlement workers believed that folk dance could be used to encourage physical activity but in a regulated way that emphasized proper behavior and conformity to gender codes. 37 In New York City, Elizabeth Burchenal and the Girls Branch of the Public Schools Athletic League championed folk dancing as a healthful social activity for young women at park fetes. 38 Educators such as Mary Wood Hinman of Hull House promoted dance as a tool for assimilation, social interaction, fun, and relief from industrial labor. 39 Dance reform even extended to the commercial sphere as dance entrepreneurs Irene and Vernon Castle popularized the "Castle Walk," a refined version of the cakewalk. 40 In all of these cases, reformers, whether middle-class settlement workers or wealthy industrialists, sought to change working-class culture by substituting its cultural expressions with Anglo-American forms.
Similarly, in 1914, Henry Ford attempted to reform his workers' leisure time through the Ford Motor Company's Profit Sharing Plan, also called the Five Dollar Day. This program provides an instructive precedent for understanding his oldfashioned dancing program. In 1914, the board of the company, under Ford's leadership, agreed to increase the wage of male workers, twenty-two years and older, to five dollars for an eight-hour shift. 41 In order to receive this rate of pay and retain their jobs, employees had to abide by the company mandate that a worker "must show himself sober, steady, industrious, and must satisfy the superintendent and staff that his money will not be wasted in riotous living." 42 Ford founded the Profit Sharing Plan on the premise that a poor home life detracted from workers' productivity. The company sought to eliminate cultural practices and language barriers that were incompatible with assembly line work by creating an incentive to assimilate to company standards. Many new immigrants who had labored in agriculture in Europe were unfamiliar with the structured and repetitive work demanded on the assembly line. 43 In labor historian Stephen Meyer's words, "a benevolent end-the uplift of the unskilled and immigrant worker-justified a manipulative and coercive means." 44 The Profit Sharing Plan lasted until early Brucher 1922, when Ford cut it the program to save money. At this time, the company turned to a more confrontational approach to labor relations as it fought against unionization.
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Two Ford Motor Company departments-the Sociological Department, later renamed the Education Department, and the Ford English School-carried out the social work of the Profit Sharing Plan. 46 The departments were founded in 1914 and later dismantled when the company ended the Profit Sharing Plan. 47 The Sociological Department enforced the company-mandated living standards set in the Profit Sharing Plan. The company assigned an investigator from the Sociological Department to evaluate each new employee's living conditions. He interviewed the worker, visited his home, and determined the family's eligibility for profit sharing. If the family failed to meet company standards, the investigator helped them reach the goals. Sometimes, this meant helping the worker find better housing or secure a loan. More often, the investigator referred foreign-born employees to the Ford English School. Not only did it teach students to speak, read, and write, but it also provided instruction in matters of hygiene, factory routine, and citizenship. 48 The Ford Times article "Making New Americans" describes how Ford English School graduates called themselves "Americans" rather than ethnic Americans because they were "taught in the Ford school that the hyphen is a minus sign." 49 The graduation ceremonies of the Ford English School quite literally staged a performance of assimilation to Anglo-American culture, foreshadowing Ford's belief that by changing appearance and comportment, one could be remade as an "American." At one such event, the stage featured a large cauldron-a melting pot-stirred by Ford executives. One hundred and fourteen graduates entered the cauldron from one side wearing clothing emblematic of their home country and exited the other side dressed in suits and waving American flags. 50 The spectacle and symbolism signaled Ford's belief that assimilating immigrants to Anglo-American culture would produce better workers.
Ford "human interest" stories-produced to publicize the success of the Profit Sharing Plan-illustrate the company's efforts to shape the lives of individual employees and their families. The stories rest on a value system that prized hard work, ingenuity, thrift, and adherence to the social mores of the dominant class. In each narrative, an immigrant worker who learns to succeed in the United States with the help of the Ford Motor Company. The story of "Joe," as told by his investigator, F. W. Andrews, is typical: Joe emigrated from Russia with his wife and six children. Although Joe did not have an easy time in the United States, he had "the willingness to work hard." When Andrews met the family, he found them covered in dirt, half-clad, and living in a "filthy, foul-smelling hole." Andrews secured the family a company loan and used the money to pay their bills and purchase household goods, including "a liberal amount of soap." Andrews's story ends with a ritual-like burning of the family's old possessions at the newly acquired home:
There upon the ashes of what had been their early possessions, this Russian peasant and his wife, with tears streaming down their faces, expressed their gratitude to Henry Ford, the FORD MOTOR COMPANY, and all those who had been instrumental in bringing about this marvelous change in their lives.
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This event transforms the family from peasant immigrants into model American Ford employees. Company literature portrayed immigrants as willing participants in the Sociological Department's program to Americanize workers, as no doubt many were, given their choice between employment at a higher wage and dismissal. The depiction of the weeping family, thanking everyone who aided their transformation, evokes the paternalistic undertones of Ford's welfare program-Ford Motor Company plays the part of a strict, yet benevolent parent to the immigrant worker.
The Ford Motor Company Music Department and the Revival of

Old-Fashioned Dancing
Personal interest in 19th century social dances may have motivated Henry Ford to form the Ford Motor Company Music Department, but at its peak, its activities reached far beyond Ford's social circle and the factory walls. According to Ford's sister Margaret Ruddiman, the Fords renewed their enthusiasm for social dancing after attending a housewarming party that she hosted in the spring of 1923: "That evening we danced the 'Virginia Reel.' There was something about the music and the gaiety that must have caught [Henry's] 53 However, the impetus for Ford's renewed fondness for the music of his youth can be understood not only as nostalgia, but also as a reaction to the immense social changes that transformed southeast Michigan during the first decades of the twentieth century.
Ford initially tried to create a community of dancers by recruiting his friends and teaching his employees. He organized informal practice sessions during the workday for company executives and engineers on company grounds. Ford's assistant secretary, Henry Cordell, remembered, "When Henry first got the idea of old-fashioned dancing, he was all pepped up over it . . . [He] had a book of old-fashioned dances and had diagrams drawn on the floor of the Engineering Building in the form of footprints, showing the placement of the feet in the execution of the dances being practiced at the moment . . . Frank Campsall, Waddell [Ford executives] , Henry and myself would get down there, and the four of us would go through these steps with the aid of these things printed on the floor." 54 Ford's employees may not have enjoyed this workplace recreation as much as their boss. Charles Sorenson, later a director and vice president of Ford Motor Company, disliked participating in the dances and actively evaded Ford's invitations. 55 As a powerful chief executive and owner, Ford could compel even his top-level executives to do-si-do with each other at his whim.
According to Paul Gifford's detailed account of Henry Ford's forays into the dances of his youth, Henry and Clara Ford initially invited only those from their social milieu. 56 In 1924, they hosted a Halloween dance in the barn of Ford's childhood home in Dearborn for friends and company senior executives, engineers, and their wives. 57 Ford hired Benjamin Lovett, a dance instructor from Worcester, Massachusetts, to call the dance. They had met through mutual friends after the Fords acquired the Wayside Inn in Sudbury, Massachusetts in 1923. 58 Lovett was an experienced professional, and he and his wife Charlotte had taught not only the nineteenth-century social dances such as quadrilles and contra dances that the Fords favored, but also modern ballroom and children's exhibition dances. 59 Ford also hired an orchestra for the occasion, but there is no clear record of the instrumentation or the number of players. Gifford documents how Ford searched for musicians familiar with the AngloAmerican dance tunes that had been popular in southeastern Michigan during his young adulthood. Even before the Fords began hosting regular dances, Henry Ford had sought out knowledgeable fiddlers such as Jasper "Jep" Bisbee from Paris, Michigan. 62 Gifford tracks the constellation of musicians who played for the dances and finds that although the instrumentation drew on late nineteenth century traditions in southeastern Michigan, Ford did not hew strictly to convention when it came to selecting the instrumentation for dance accompaniment. Musicians hired to perform were both professionals and local amateurs. A few of them, such as sousaphone/bass tuba player Maurice Castel and cimbalom player Edmund Berky, were first employed at Ford's factories before being "discovered" as musicians. 63 Instruments like the sousaphone and cimbalom affirm that Ford's orchestra made no attempt to recreate the past. Gifford notes that had Ford's "priorities been nativist, he would have rejected the cymbalom." 64 Hungarian instrument manufacturer Josef V. Schunda had invented the concert cimbalom in 1873 as a fully chromatic alternative to hammered dulcimers found in central European folk traditions. However, Ford described the cimbalom in an interview with New York Times Magazine reporter Rose Feld as "an old instrument, played with little padded hammers, in much the same way as the biblical dulcimer. . . . It's old and mellow and fine." 65 Ford's insistence that the cimbalom had biblical origins legitimated its place in the ensemble. However, Ford collected instruments, and this particular instrument likely appealed to him for its innovative qualities as much as it did for its supposed ancient origins and unusual sound.
The decision to hire an orchestra with fixed personnel in December 1924, soon named the Early American Orchestra, marks the moment when the Fords' dance activities crossed over from personal hobby to official company business and from their own social circle to a wider public. At this point, Ford put the Lovetts and the orchestra musicians on the company payroll and established the Music Department. Given the care and planning he put into developing Ford Motor Company, the department's official status indicates that he believed that music would be a company benefit.
Once Ford established the department, its transition from casual entertainment to systematic education happened very quickly. According to Ford's biographer William C. Richards, nine months after the Halloween dance Ford walked into Lovett's office at the company and asked him, "Have you ever heard the expression, 'Courtesy makes good friends; good manners keeps them'?" Ford proposed that Brucher Lovett begin teaching Dearborn school children. 66 Old-fashioned dancing, with an emphasis on deportment and style, applied a hands-on approach to learning courtesy. Ford explained the dance program was "not so much about teaching children how to dance, but teaching children courtesy and conduct that go along with the dance."
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The dance education program reached an audience across the social spectrum rather than just local elites and colleagues of Henry Ford. Lovett began instructing dance classes for children at the Ford Engineering building in May 1925. 68 The program soon moved to the Dearborn Public Schools, and after less than a year, Lovett declared the program a success and expanded it to the Detroit public schools. 69 He estimated in 1928 that he taught 420 students in the two public systems. Undated lists of weekly activities that Lovett prepared for Ford show that he crisscrossed the Detroit area to teach classes at public schools in Dearborn, Detroit, Fordson, and Ypsilanti, in addition to leading classes at Ford plants and performing at company social functions. 70 Classes for physical education teachers were also a major part of the program. 71 Lovett claimed that by 1940 instructors trained in his program taught "Early American dancing and deportment" to as many as one million students. 72 The Music Department's activity peaked in the late 1920s as Ford sought a national audience through publications. 77 The reach of the dance program was also extended through Ford dealerships. The Dearborn Independent was distributed to dealerships around the nation. The Advertising Department instructed dealers to host dances in their showrooms in conjunction with a radio broadcast of the Early American Orchestra from New York in January 1926.
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The national distribution of "Good Morning" and the recordings shows Henry Ford's ambitions for a revival of old-fashioned dancing and early American music. Gifford hypothesizes that Ford's dance campaign may have been modeled on his anti-Semitic campaign of 1920-21 in that "Good Morning" was serialized in the Dearborn Independent as was the International Jew.
79 Although the Dearborn Independent likely reached a wider readership than the manual would have alone, the rhetoric of moral uplift coupled with dance instruction for school children, dance educators, and physical education specialists suggests a closer connection to leisure reform movements that predated Ford's dance education campaign than to the anti-Semitic campaign. The models for the dance education program were likely earlier leisure reform campaigns championed by industrialists and urban social reformers as well as the Ford Motor Company's Five Dollar Day program.
A decade later, the activities of the Ford Music Department echoed the reformoriented goals of the Sociological Department and the Ford English School. The dance manual "Good Morning" reveals the philosophy of reform underlying Ford's old-fashioned dance campaign. The opening chapter, "Return of the Dance," dismisses "ultra modern dance" for "its 'one-on-one' quality," and argues that crowded dance floors in urban cabarets exacerbated the shortcomings of popular dances: "The result is that in the modern method the movement of the dance is mostly above the feet." 80 Crowded public spaces contributed to immoral behavior, as couples had no choice but to dance in close contact with each other. The movement "mostly above the feet" refers to the explicit sexual connotations of the popular couple dances of the day. In ragtime dancing, for example, the couple slouched low and held tightly as they moved to syncopated music. "Good Morning" advocates strict bodily control for couple dances. Benjamin Lovett's instructions for the waltz position dictate physical distance between the man and woman. According to Lovett, the man's hold on his dancing partner's waist is "precisely that in which he holds a pencil, so that only the thumb and forefinger lie against the lady's dress." 81 Lovett does not leave a single movement to chance-the challenge of this position 76 is exactness rather than interpretation. Each dancer has a tightly controlled posture, leaving very little room for extraneous movement, let alone intimacy (Figure 1 ). Lovett's method of dancing enforces a strict moral code that relies on Victorian expectations for the interaction between men and women. This rigid formality distanced dancing partners from each other and Ford's old-fashioned dancing from so-called "modern" dances. Moreover, the criticism of crowded public spaces would have resonated with local individuals and organizations concerned with the crowded living conditions in the neighborhoods surrounding Ford's factories in Dearborn and Detroit. The musical accompaniment provided in "Good Morning" and in weekly dance columns in the Dearborn Independent also emphasized restraint and reinforced the social codes regulating dancers. The Anglo-American fiddle tunes used to accompany contra dances, quadrilles, and couple dances such as the waltz and schottische stand in stark contrast to the popular jazz and Tin Pan Alley songs that one would have heard in the dance halls of Detroit. The rhythm is tightly controlled, as opposed to the perceived freedom of "ragging." For example, the notation for piano accompaniment to "Money Musk," an English country dance in duple time, prescribes even sixteenth notes played over even eighth note subdivisions in the bass line (Figure 2) . 82 On a 1926 recording of "Money Musk," the Early American Orchestra plays in strict time and does not swing at all.
83 Although other musicians, both then and now, may play similar tunes with a greater swing feel, these recordings show a very restrained interpretation of the rhythm. Lovett may have believed that strict rhythms made the recordings more practical for accompanying dance instruction, especially in settings without an experienced caller, like physical education classes. However, these recordings stand out in contrast to contemporary popular dance music of the same era. If popular music fans and dance reformers associated syncopation with urban African American culture (exemplified by Rexford's "chaotic, jerky, distorted, discordant, jarring combination of spasmodic sounds" evoking "the primitive emotion of the jungle"), then in this context, perhaps the lack of syncopation in the Early American Orchestra's accompaniment could be heard as indexical of whiteness and Victorian Anglo-American culture.
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The similarities between the Ford Music Department's goals and the company's earlier social reform programs support the notion that dance education was an effort to reform leisure activities and shape American culture. Given Ford's interest in assimilating immigrant workers, it is significant that Lovett first expanded the dance education program from Ford Motor Company to Dearborn and Detroit schools. The likelihood that students were the children of plant workers is bolstered by the company's requirement that the children of employees attend school. 85 In Helpful Hints and Advice for Employees, the company advised parents to select appropriate leisure activities with the reminder: "If children's minds and energies are directed in good wholesome channels it will become a habit with them."
86 It was not unusual for industrialists to include workers' children in their welfare programs with the aim of generating respect for employers and shaping children into model workers.
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Descriptions of the dance programs reveal narratives of redemption and transformation through Ford Motor Company interventions as did the English School and the Sociological Department. In a typical story, one of several told by Lovett in his "Reminiscences," a child enters the gym for a Ford-sponsored dance class at a public school, and the principal informs Lovett that the child cannot be taught. Lovett described the pupil "as a large, dark complexioned boy with rather long hair and unkempt clothes." The teacher informed Lovett, "He is no student. He is always bullying the younger pupils and his home life is abominable, the girls just won't dance with him."
88 During the first lesson, Lovett discovered that "the boy has a talent for time and excellent rhythm" (Lovett's underlining) . 89 This moment was a turning point in the boy's life. The following week, he arrived at the lesson with a haircut and polished shoes. After another week, the boy wore "a new suit of clothes, took full charge of set formation, and assisted in securing partners for others."
90 Once dancing lessons transformed his personality and physical appearance, he went on to compete successfully in dance contests. After graduation, the boy found employment at a downtown hotel, an achievement Lovett attributed to the skills he learned in the dance classes. Lovett's narrative contains the same basic features as the Ford "human interest" story describing Joe, the Russian immigrant. The racialized language used to describe the boy's physical appearance point to non-Anglo descent, and his anti-social behavior mark him as an outsider to school life. By learning to dance, he learns to conform to the social standards of the dominant Anglo-American culture. As with Andrews, the Sociological Department investigator, Lovett's intervention enables the boy to become a productive community member. Dance lessons succeeded where school authorities were unable, reinforcing the power of old-fashioned dancing and the Ford Motor Company. The features of the social dances championed by the Ford Music Department suggest that they may have served as an object lesson in the virtues of modern factory work. The dances bore a strong resemblance to Ford's moving assembly line. First, group dances like contra dances are activities in which individuals or pairs of dancers execute interlocking patterns of movement that propel couples down the line towards one end of the hall. Second, group dances require the individual to execute precise, efficient movements in exact time. If a dancer loses a step or miscounts, the dancers can lose their places in the line. The Early American Orchestra drove the rhythm and tempo of the dances with the same efficiency as the motors propelling the assembly line. Finally, the dancers must defer to the authority of the caller. If the dancers fail to respond properly to his instructions, the line breaks down.
As with the Five Dollar Day, existing accounts primarily reflect the perspectives of Ford and those who worked to bring his goals to fruition. One is left to wonder, however, whether or not the children who participated in dance classes viewed their activities in the same light. Perhaps, for them, it was an opportunity to burn off energy outside the classroom, learn something new, and socialize with their peers; learning deportment and physical discipline may have been incidental to any fun they had during dance classes.
Public reaction to Ford's program confirmed that anxiety over sexuality shaped by fear of social changes brought on by industrialization and rapid urbanization were manifested through dance. Ford claimed that he did not set out to reform socalled "modern" dances, but his own views on the value of dance in teaching proper comportment, editorials such as the one quoted at the beginning of this essay, and the response of individuals to Ford's public statements suggest that Ford found an audience enthusiastic for dance reform.
91 After the publication of Rose Feld's 1925 article, "Ford Revives the Old-time Dances," in the New York Times Magazine, individuals from around the country wrote personal letters to Ford offering their observations and support for his activities. Many refer to their age as similar to Ford's, suggesting that his revival resonated most with older individuals who had firsthand experience with the dances he championed. Several also offered their Brucher own critiques of popular culture. One correspondent, "VWA" from Titusville, New Jersey, wrote:
This article was published at an opportune time; for, the fox-trot and other undignified dances are bad for the youth of the Nation. Personally, I think, they are largely responsible for bobbed haired women and their short and transparent gowns. I have seen them on the street wearing but little more than a smile. . . . Mr. Ford, no doubt, conceived the idea of counteracting this by reviving the things of a higher and better order.
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The writer associates popular dances like the foxtrot with changes in women's behavior and appearance symbolized by the stereotypical image of the flapper. In addition to disrupting normative gender ideology, these dances also carried racial connotations linked to their roots in African American popular music. Susan Cook points out that race drove much what she calls "the fears and delights of 'white' dancers stimulated by 'black' music." She argues, "through characteristic syncopation, 'white' bodies might act 'black.'" 93 Through dance, the body becomes the focus of gender, race, and class anxieties.
When Henry Ford, the Ford Music Department, journalists, and those sympathetic to Ford's ideas defined old-fashioned dance and early-American music in opposition to the popular or modern dances of the day, they invested the older dances with the potential to help immigrants and first-generation Americans learn whiteness. By initially targeting children who lived in the urban centers of southeast Michigan, Ford sought out a population that would have been viewed through a prism of class, ethnicity, and race as "nonwhite" or "not-quite-white."
94 However, the Ford Motor Company's efforts at Americanization and leisure reform did not extend to African American workers.
95 During World War I and after the passage of the Immigration Reform Act of 1924, the promise of jobs in the auto industry attracted many African Americans to Detroit from the rural South, and Ford hired more African Americans than the other automotive companies in Detroit.
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The automaker recruited African American workers through churches and relied on clergy, rather than company programs, to informally police behavior deemed incompatible with employment at Ford factories. 97 Ford no doubt wanted his revival of old-fashioned music and dance to leave a lasting legacy, but by comparison to his other efforts at social reform, the dance campaign is not as well known. The Detroit Americanization Committee, a subcommittee of the Detroit Board of Commerce, used the Ford English School as a model for language training and assimilation of workers across area industries.
Other public policy efforts like the Peace Ship, Ford's non-governmental envoy to promote pacifism at the onset of World War I, did not meet with success but remain part of his legacy. To this day, Ford is remembered for efforts to reform public health such as his campaign against smoking through the publication of The Case Against the Little White Slaver. 99 The Ford Music Department spurred a national dance education campaign, but the reform dimension lost relevance over time. 100 Oldfashioned dancing received the most publicity in 1926, corresponding to Ford's popularity and the media attention given to the dance manual "Good Morning." Benjamin and Charlotte Lovett taught for Ford until their retirement in 1944, and the Early American Orchestra continued its activities until Ford Motor Company dissolved the Music Department following Henry Ford's death in 1947. 101 Although the Music Department's activities waned over time, old-fashioned dancing was introduced in Ford-sponsored education programs in remote places such as the Brazilian Amazon and rural Georgia, where the Ford Motor Company was attempting to cultivate raw materials for use in manufacturing. During the period 1928-1945, the Ford Motor Company established not only rubber plantations in Brazil, but also a housing complex for workers modeled on North American architecture complete with schools, a movie house, and regular leisure activities such as square dances. 102 Although neither the Fords nor the Lovetts visited the Amazon community, Ford attempted to apply his methods of production and social mores to the development of rubber plantations and the communities surrounding them. 103 Ford made similar efforts in the rural United States. In the 1920s, Henry and Clara Ford became acquainted with Martha Berry, a wealthy educator, who had founded the Berry Schools on her plantation in Rome, Georgia in 1902. 104 The Fords made annual visits to the schools and supplied them with materials from the old-fashioned dance campaign. 105 After purchasing vast tracts of land for agricultural production in Bryan County, Georgia, the Fords turned their attention to the Ways Consolidated Schools. 106 The Lovetts stayed for extended residencies during the early 1940s, and the Early American Orchestra traveled to Ways to accompany at least one dance hosted at the high school in April 1940. Once Henry Ford passed away and the company no longer found investment in the production of raw materials expedient, patronage of the arts and education programs ceased in these communities along with industrial operations. The inclusion of old-fashioned dancing in these various programs indicates the degree to which Ford considered social dancing central to his education mission. Emery C. Warnock suggests that in the rural South, Ford "found the children of his youth-unworldly and eager for attention," but he likely also considered them untainted by modernity and receptive to his values.
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Conclusion
The Music Department's approach to leisure reform, backed by the enormous resources of the Ford Motor Company, are testimony to Ford's belief that he could instill a secular value system rooted in a mythological, pre-industrial past through old-fashioned dancing. Many have noted with irony that Henry Ford believed that mechanization would relieve the burden of farm labor, only to rue the immense cultural changes made possible by the automobile and mass industrialization.
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Although Ford was famously quoted as saying, "history is bunk," he viewed the past as an important tool the present could use to improve the future. 109 The rapid growth of the automobile industry contributed to a host of economic, social, and cultural changes that gave rise to new modes of consumption, entertainment, and sociability. Although Ford did not comment on whether or not he believed that mass manufacturing or the automobile contributed to changes in leisure activities, he did believe that the "correct" dances could be used to counteract the sexuality and liberalized social relations on display in ragtime and jazz. At the same time, these dances could be used to develop students' physical and social skills in ways suitable for the twentieth-century labor force. In Ford's view, through learning social dances of the past, one could glean important lessons for living in the present.
The musical legacy of the Ford Music Department opens the door to further questions about the cultural politics of leisure reform. The notion that music and dance could transform a "dark complexioned" boy into a model student points to the racial politics of Americanization during the early twentieth century. Programs to assimilate workers through leisure activities focused primarily on recent immigrants to the United States and rarely, if ever, acknowledge the presence of African Americans. New migrants from the South faced many of the same difficulties adapting to the demands of factory life as their European counterparts, and their leisure activities also included saloons and commercial dance halls. Moreover, white middle-class and elite reformers often objected most to the aspects of mainstream American popular music that derived from African American music culture. Based on my preliminary observations, it seems that the absence of African Americans from reformers' dialogues on leisure reform suggests that racial politics determined who could be assimilated to Anglo-American, middle-class culture.
Ford's campaign may have contributed the maintenance of nineteenth-century dances such as contra dancing. Through the dance manual and education programs, these dances spread beyond the rural communities where they had originated. I first learned of Ford's interest in dancing at a contra dance I attended in Providence, Rhode Island as a college student. I had attended contra dances with my parents in northern Maine in the late 1970s and early 1980s. I doubt Ford would have approved of the progressive social beliefs of the hippies and back-to-the-landers dancing in New England, but like Ford, many of these individuals embraced these dances because they, too, viewed them as rooted in a pastoral history of the rural United States.
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The notion that social dancing is a tool for social uplift lives on. In creating his program, Ford built on preexisting notions that the correct social dances could improve deportment and reform the body, and his legacy continues in contemporary dance education programs. The documentary Mad Hot Ballroom, released in 2005, follows fifth graders enrolled in competitive ballroom dancing in New York City public schools. The program emphasizes the positive virtues that the kids learn through the values embodied in social dance. Although the film showcases the diversity of the students participating in the program, it still carries a strong message of corrective behavior and normative values. Ballroom dancing teaches the children to become "ladies and gentlemen." 112 How best to stabilize the city's finances, maintain infrastructure, and honor the history and culture of its residents remains an open question. However, the Ford Motor Company Music Department shows that industry was once very much entwined in leisure and private life of its employees and communities in southeastern Michigan. Henry Ford's passionate advocacy for old-fashioned dancing and the influence he hoped it would have over leisure activities in the United States reminds us of the enormous influence that he and his company once wielded. The old-fashioned dancing campaign suggests that rather than solely being an exercise in nostalgia or atonement for promoting an increasingly industrialized and commercialized world, Ford and other elite Americans were also trying to shape an American culture that could be entrepreneurial, innovative, and technologically advanced while also embracing nostalgia for a simpler, purer, and more orderly, albeit, mythological past. Ford believed that through dancing, one could adopt Anglo-American Victorian values and learn deportment, efficiency, and habits appropriate to contemporary society and labor.
